LANGUAGE

Keskidee Reader Book 1
Bennett - Longman - 0582836310

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean:
Workbooks 1 A and B
Worall - Longman - 0582836328
0582836433

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book A (new edition)
& Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book B (new edition)
Pearson- 978 0 602269 708

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book K
Glover– Macmillan Caribbean– 9781405095983

ALL STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO HAVE

Pencils, an eraser, a box of crayons, a colouring book, two glue sticks, a set of water colours, a pair of round end scissors
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GRADE 1

LANGUAGE

Keskidee Reader Book 2
Bennett - Longman – 0582836396

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean:
Pupils’ Book 2
Worall- Longman – 0 582 836402

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean:
Project Workbook 2
Worall – Longman – 0582-836389

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 1A (new edition)
& Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 1B (new edition)
Pearson – 978 0 602269 715

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book 1
Glover- Macmillan Caribbean– 9781405095990
LANGUAGE

Caribbean Language Arts Project Grade 2 Reader: The Greens Move
Lambert – Macmillan 0333-773764

New Caribbean Junior English Book 1
Richards – Ginn – 978 0 602252 40 3

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Pupils’ Book 3
Worall – Longman – 0 582 836365

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Workbook 3
Worall – Longman – 0582-836341

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 2A (new edition)
& Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 2B (new edition)
Pearson – 978 0 602269 722

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book 2
Glover– Macmillan Caribbean– 9781405096003

SOCIAL STUDIES

Caribbean Social Studies Book 3
Macmillan – 0333-53616-2
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GRADE 3

LANGUAGE

Caribbean Language Arts Project Standard 1, Reader: Reading and Writing Every Day Grade 3
Cyril – Macmillan – 0333-773772

New Caribbean Junior English Book 2
Richards – Ginn – 978 0 602252 41 0

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Pupils’ Book 4
Worall – Longman – 0 582 836471

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Workbook 4
Worall – Longman – 0582-836457

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 3 (new edition)
Pearson - 978 0 602266 791

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book 3
Glover- Macmillan Caribbean- 9781405096010

SOCIAL STUDIES

Caribbean Social Studies Book 4 (DOMINICA)
Jno-Baptiste - Macmillan – 0333-57816-2
LANGUAGE

Caribbean Language Arts Project Standard 2, Reader: Reading and Writing Every Day
Cyril – Macmillan – 0333-773789

New Caribbean Junior English Book 3
Richards – Ginn – 978 0 602252 42 7

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Pupils’ Book 5
Worall– Longman – 0 582 854420

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Workbook 5
Worall – Longman – 0582-854482

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil’s Book 4 (new edition)
Pearson –978 0 602 269 807

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book 4
Glover– Macmillan Caribbean – 9781405096027

SOCIAL STUDIES

Caribbean Social Studies Book 4 (DOMINICA)
J no-Baptiste - Macmillan - 0333-57816-2
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GRADE 5

LANGUAGE

Caribbean Language Arts Project Reader: Reading and Writing Every Day
Lambert – Macmillan – 0333-773796

New Caribbean Junior English Book 4
Richards – Ginn – 978 0 602252 43 4

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Pupils’ Book 6
Worall– Longman – 0 582 854437

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean: Workbook 6
Worall – Longman – 0582-854499

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 5 (new edition)
Pearson –978 0 602 269 814

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book 5
Glover– Macmillan Caribbean– 9781405096034

SOCIAL STUDIES

Caribbean Primary Social Studies Book 3: Our Caribbean Community
Albertin & Brathwaite – Heinemann – 0435 923921
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GRADE 6

LANGUAGE

Caribbean Language Arts Project 4, Reader Grade 6
Reading and Writing Every Day
Lambert - Macmillan - 0333-773802

New Caribbean Junior English 4
Richards – Ginn - 978 0 602252 43 4

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean:
Pupils’ Book 6
Worall– Longman - 0 582 855437

Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean:
Workbook 6
Worall – Longman - 0582-854499

MATHEMATICS

Caribbean Primary Mathematics: Pupil Book 6 (new edition)
Pearson -978 0 602 269 821

SCIENCE

Bright Ideas: Student’s Book 6
Glover– Macmillan Caribbean– 9781405096041

SOCIAL STUDIES

Caribbean Primary Social Studies Book 4: Our World Community
Albertin & Brathwaite – Heinemann – 0435 923938
RESOURCES BOOKS FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS

Note teacher resource books are intended primarily for teachers use. They need **not** be purchased by students

**ENGLISH**

Macmillan Language Tree K – 6
Macmillan

Teachers’ guides for Keskidee Integrated Language Arts for the Caribbean series Books 1 – 6
Worral – Longman

The Caribbean Language Arts Project Books

Step by Step to Reading (Books 1-3)
June Mitchelmore

Composition Practice books 1-5
Dow – Charran

Primary Comprehension Skills Books 1-4
Sing et al. – Ginn

New Junior English Revised
Richards – Ginn – 0602-278441

Brighter Grammar Series
Eckersley – Longman

Revised First Aid in English
Gibson

**MATHEMATICS**

Teachers’ guides for Caribbean Primary Mathematics Books K- 6
Pearson

**SCIENCE**

Let’s Learn Science - Infant Books 1-2, Standards 1-5
Hsien & Hernandez – Caribbean Education Publishers